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In this paper, models connected with hyperbolic partial differential equations are analysed. In 
particular a planar motion whose probability law is a solution of the equation of telegraphy is 
studied. Also the motion of a fluid-driven particle is considered and its probability distribution 
explicitly obtained. Linear transformations of relativistic nature are also analysed. 
telegraph equation * Poisson process * Bessel functions 
1. Introduction 
The profound and fruitful connection between parabolic partial differential 
equations and diffusion processes is one of the major results of probability theory. 
Also elliptic equations and Brownian motion are related through the so called 
probabilistic potential theory (see [5] for a review of main results in the field). 
In literature such connections between random models and hyperbolic equations 
have been touched upon in the papers [l], [2], [3] and [4] among others. 
Following the ideas of [4], further new random models whose probability law is 
linked with hyperbolic equations are obtained. In particular a planar random motion 
described by a particle P is developed and analysed. P is assumed to move 
alternatively away and towards the origin, the alternance being governed by a 
Poisson process. Its motion is carried out by performing at every At instant either 
a horizontal step or a vertical one whose length is proportional to At. 
If p( t, x, y) dx dy denotes the probability that P is near (x, y) at time C, the 
differential equation satisfied by p(?, x, y) will be established and analysed. Its 
connection with the so called telegraph equation is exploited in order to obtain 
explicit results on p( t, x, y). 
Section 3 deals with the case of a one-dimensional motion of P in a fluid flowing 
with velocity V. This is a suitable model for the transport of solid particles in, say, 
a channel. The model dealt with in this section differs from that considered in [4] 
because the particle’s velocity and the speed of the fluid are assumed to be different, 
as real situations often suggest. 
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The connection with telegraph equation implies a number of explicit results, the 
most important being the exact probability density p( t, x) of the particle position 
when reversal rates coincide. 
An outstanding consequence of the analysis presented is that wave equations 
involving friction can be generated by random models while the classical d’Alem- 
bert’s homogeneous wave equation does not display any probabilistic content. 
Relativistic transformations emerge when the problem of reducing the equation of 
p( t, x) to that of damped vibrations is considered. 
2. Planar motion 
We consider a particle P which is in the origin at time t = 0. It initially chooses, 
with probability $, one of the following pairs of velocities; (/c_ k,), (-k,, k,), 
(-k,, -k,), (L k,). 
To describe the motion of P we assume now that the first pair (k,, ky) has been 
chosen. The particle P then moves, performing at every At instant either a horizontal 
step of length k,At and probability 1 or a vertical one of length k,,At. This continues 
till the first Poisson event occurs. Afterwards its motion is carried out by randomly 
alternating horizontal steps -k,At and vertical ones -k,At. 
Therefore the motion of P is now towards the origin and will be reversed again 
at the next Poisson occurrence. Thus the motion of P is alternatively away and 
towards the origin, the alternance being ruled by a Poisson process. 
When the particle is at (x > 0, y < 0) its motion towards the origin is performed 
either by horizontal steps -k,At or by vertical ones k,,At. 
If a Poisson event occurs in the meantime the particle starts moving away from 
the origin by randomly alternating horizontal forward steps k,At and vertical 
downward ones - k,A t. 
If the particle happens to touch the x axis (or the y axis) we assume that it is 
either sent a step k,,At upwards with probability + or below the x axis at an equal 
distance. The motion will then continue according to the rules described above. 
The sample paths of the discrete motion appear as broken lines with sudden drift 
reversals. The events causing changes in the drift of motion can be thought of as 
the consequence of sudden obstacles met by P. 
The random motion described above can provide a model for some real situations 
where a particle is alternatively attracted towards or rejected away from a fixed 
point. This is the case of a buoy tossed by the waves. 
Now define: 
E- = {the particle is moving away from the origin}, 
E+ = {the particle is approaching the origin} 
and let X(t) and Y(t) denote the coordinates of the moving particle at time t. Write 
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also: 
Prob{xSX(t)Cx+dx,yS Y(t)~y+dy,E-}=f(t,x,y)dxdy, 
Prob{x s X(t) s x + dx, y s Y(t) G y + dy, Et} = b($ x, y) dx dy. 
(1) 
If N( t, t + At) denotes the number of Poisson events recorded during (t, t + At) 
then 
Prob{N(t, t+At)=lIE-}=h,At+o(At), 
(2) 
Prob{N(f, t+At)=l~E+}=~,At+o(At). 
The Poisson process governing the occurrence of shocks (causing a reversal of 
both possible velocities of P) is assumed independent of the position of the moving 
particle. 
The assumption that Al # A2 is determined by the fact that the particle can, for 
instance, encounter some resistance in moving either towards or away from the 
origin. It can easily be observed that the sample paths of the discrete version of 
motion are made up by tiny horizontal and vertical steps with Poisson paced reversals. 
Our first result concerns the probability law of (X(t), Y(t)), that is, it involves 
p(t,x,y)=f(t,x,y)+b(t,x,y). 
Theorem 1. The probability density p( t, x, y) satis$es the equation 
(3) 
when x>O, y>O. 
If x < 0, y > 0 it su$ices to replace k, by -k, in (3). Similar substitutions are necessary 
in the other two cases. 
Proof. We shall derive (3) when x > 0, y > 0 since obvious adjustments suffice to 
obtain the equation in the other two cases. 
The considerations previously developed permit us to write 
f(t+Af,x,y)=5{f(t,x-k,At,y)+-f(t,x,y-k,At,y)}(l-h,At) 
+~{b(t,x+k,Ar,y)+b(r,x,y+k,At)}A,At+o(At), (4) 
b(t+Ac,x,y)=~{b(t,x+~Ar,y)+b(t,x,y+k,At)}(l-A,At) 
+Kf(t,x-kAt,y)+f(z,x,y--k,,At)}A,At+o(At). (5) 
Equation (4) is written down by observing that the event 
{x~X(t+At)~x+Ax, ye Y(t+At)~y+Ay, E-} (6) 
occurs when at time At earlier the particle P is at any of the four points (x - k,At, y), 
(x,Y-5,At), (x+k,At,y), (x,y+kk,At). 
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In the first case P must be moving away from the origin at time t (this occurs 
with probability f( t, x - k,At, y) dx dy), chooses to perform a horizontal step with 
probability + and no Poisson event interfers in the meantime. 
A similar explanation is clearly necessary when P is at (x, y - k,At) at time t. 
In the other two cases a shock must change the direction of motion in order that 
the particle which was approaching the origin at time t is moving away from it at 
time t+At. 
From (4) and (5) and Taylor expansion the following differential system can be 
extracted: 
u- k af k af _=____2 ab k, ab k ab 
at 
--A,f+h2b, -=--+'---A,b+A,f: 
2 ax 2 ay at 2 ax 2 ay 
(7) 
When x < 0, y > 0, slight modifications in the arguments leading to (4), (5) and 
(7) produce the system 
af k af k af -_=_____Y ab k, ab k, ab --Alf+A2b, %=---t---h2b+A,f: 
at 2 ax 2 ay 2 ax 2 ay 
(8) 
Assuming that 
f(t,x,y)+b(t,x,y)=p(t,x,y), f(t,x,y)-b(t,x,y)=w(t,x,~), 
by adding and subtracting equations (7), the following new differential system 
emerges: 
ap k,awkaw aw -_=_--_-Y- k, ap k ap -=-- 
at 2ax 2ay’ at 
--1-+(A,-A,)p-(A,+A2)~. (9) 
2 ax 2 ay 
To eliminate w in (9) differentiate the first equation of (9) w.r.t. time t and the 
second one once w.r.t. x and then w.r.t. y. We thus obtain 
a2p k a2w k,, a2w -_=._--x 
at2 2 axat 2 ayat’ 
kY a2P a2w kx d2P 
at ax 2 ax2 
-+(A2-AI)$(A,+A2)$ 
2 ay ax 
(10) 
a2w _k,azp_, k a2p -= 
at ay 
-2+(A,-Al)$-(A,+A$$. 
2 ax ay 2 ay 
Combining the last two equations of (9) gives 
k, a2w 3 a2w 2 
-- -- 
2 atax 2 
-.-=; 
stay 
k$$+2kJc,/+ 
ax ay 
+k$ 
ay2 
(1 1) 
because of the first equation of (10). 
The substitution of the first equation of (9) into (11) then yields equation (3). 
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Remark 1. The particle P, at time t, cannot be outside a rhombus S with vertices 
(-kc, 0), (0, -k,,t), (k$, 0), (0, k,,t). To justify this imagine that the particle P starts 
from the origin, alternating horizontal steps k,At and vertical ones of length k,,At. 
If no shock hinders its motion it will reach the boundary of S at a point other than 
a vertex. In the special case where it performs horizontal steps up to time t it will 
reach (k$, 0). If a shock makes P return towards the origin, then at time t it will 
be somewhere within S. In any case the moving particle cannot reach SC in time t. 
Obviously if velocities k, and k, coincide then S becomes a square inclined by 7r/4 
on the x axis. 
Lemma 1. 7’he lines parallel to the boundary as of the rhombus S are equiprobability 
curves. 
Proof. When x > 0, y > 0, perform the transformation 
Some simple calculations then reduce (3) to the following p.d.e.: 
(12) 
(13) 
When x < 0, y > 0 the equation corresponding to (3) will be reduced to form (13) 
by the transformation 
w= 
-xk,, + yk, 
k,k, ’ 
z=yk,+xk, 
kky . 
(14) 
This means that the substitution of k, by -k, in (12) yields the necessary 
transformation to reduce (3) to (13) when x < 0, y > 0. The same procedure applies 
in the two remaining cases. This permits us to conclude that the density p(w, t) 
appearing in (13) does not vary as the point (x, y) moves on the four lines 
k,k,w = xk, + yk, kk,.w = - k,x + yk,, 
- k,k,,w = xk,, + yk, k&w = k+ - yk,. 
Clearly (15) make up a circuit parallel to as. 
(15) 
Remark 2. The result of Lemma 1 proves that the probability distribution of the 
particle displays a perfect symmetry around the origin. Furthermore, the probability 
density of being on a given circuit parallel to &S is a solution of (13) which is an 
equation of the type known as telegraph equation (details on the subject can be 
found in [6], page 588). 
When AZ = Al, equation (13) reduces to the celebrated equation of damped 
vibrations, which we shall encounter again in Section 4. 
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To appreciate the effect of the hypothesis A2 # A, on the distribution of p we give 
Lemma 2. 
Lemma 2. 7’he density p( w, t) of equation (13) has the form 
p(w, t)=expIW(h~*"}r(w, t) 
where r(w, t) is a solution of 
(16) 
(17) 
Proof. It suffices to carry out the necessary substitutions based on (16) in (13). 
Remark 3. When A1 = AZ, clearly p( w, t) = r( w, t). If AZ > A1 formula (16) shows that 
p(w, t) is obtained displacing r(w, t) (emerging from (17)) towards the origin since 
in this case events pushing the particle inwards occur with higher frequency than 
the others. 
It is of the highest interest to see the form of the solutions of (13). 
To obtain appreciable results we assume henceforth that A1 = AZ = A. In this case 
(13) becomes: 
d2P 
2 
--$+2*$~. 
Lemma 3. The density p has the explicit form 
P(W, t)= 
A(t) e-*‘&,(A~), 0~ ws t, 
o 
3 otherwise, 
(18) 
(19) 
where A(t) is a suitable normalizing factor depending on time and I,(y) is the zero 
order Bessel function with imaginary argument. 
Proof. The position p( w, t) = e -“r(w, t) transforms (18) into the equation 
The classical transformation 
zJ=w+t, 
r]=w-t 
(21) 
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then reduces the hyperbolic equation (20) to the canonical form 
a2r 
-+k2r=0, k=$. 
86 877 
(22) 
The position s = &permits us to obtain from (22) the zero order Bessel equation 
2 
3+;$+4k’r=O, (23) 
whose solution is 
r(s) = AJ,,(2ks) + Z?Y,(2ks). 
Since r is a component of the density p it is necessary to put B = 0 in order to 
avoid involving the Bessel function of the second kind Y0 which has the disadvantage 
of tending to --co as s+O. 
Finally, the solution of (22) which concerns us is 
and returning to the original coordinates we obtain 
p( w, t) = A e-ALJo(Am) = A e-“‘Zo(A~), 
whenever 0 s w 5 r, since Z,(y) = JO( iy). 
Remark 4. In order to evaluate A(t), observe that if the particle can initially choose 
one of the four pairs of velocities (k, h), (k, -k,,), (-5, k,), (-k,, -k,) with equal 
probability a, it can reach the boundary AS with probability e-*’ corresponding to 
the event of no shock occurrence during (0, t). Therefore, A(t) can be inferred from 
the condition 
A(t) emA’ Z,,(Am) dyte-“‘= 1. (24) 
Since 
Zo(Am) dy = “*‘1,” 
--hi 
we obtain 
A(t) = (eA’ - 1)(2A) 
(e*’ _ e-y . (26) 
(25) 
Remark 6. Formula (19) shows that the moving particle can be found with the 
highest probability near the origin since Z,(y) is an increasing function of the 
argument. In a sense Poisson events tend to keep the particle near the origin. 
However if 
BP = {the particle lies within a circuit corresponding to W at time t] 
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then 
lim Prob{BP} = 0 for any finite GJ. (27) ,*CC 
To prove statement (27) we need to evaluate 
prob~~“)=(2h)(1-e-“‘) f (e*l_e-“‘) J 
’ I (*Jw) dy~(2A)(1-e-“‘)Pl,(ht) 
o O (e*’ -e-y 
- (when t is large) 
(2A)(l -e-*‘)iG eAr 
(e*’ - e--hl)&G 
The last term of (28) goes to zero as t+co thus confirming (27). Therefore the 
particle drifts away from the origin and in the long run reaches infinitely far points 
with probability one. 
3. One-dimensional motion of a fluid-driven particle 
In this section a fluid flowing with constant velocity V is considered and motion 
is assumed to develop in a single direction. 
A particle P suspended in it has velocity -c relative to the fluid if it goes against 
the stream and +c in the other case. The particle position is measured with respect 
to an inertial framework. This implies that at any instant the absolute velocity of P 
is either V+c or V-c. 
A fundamental difference exists between diffusion models and those dealt with 
in this section. Here shocks occur rarely and reverse the velocity direction while in 
diffusion, sample paths are jagged curves because of uninterrupted impulses. 
Let 
E+ = {the particle moves forward}, 
E- = {the particle moves backward}, 
N(t, t+At) = {number of shocks during (t, t+At)}. 
We assume that 
Prob{N(t, t+At)=l~E+}=A,At+o(At), 
Prob{N(t, t+At)=l(E~}=h,At+o(At), 
where A, > 0, A2 > 0 are constant values. However the assumption that they 
either depend on time or on the position requires only minor adjustments. 
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Shocks, and therefore changes in velocity direction, happen according to a Poisson 
process, the rate of which depends on whether P goes forward or backward. If X( t) 
denotes the position of P at time t then 
f(t,x)dx=Prob{X(t)~(x,x+dx),E~}, 
b(t, x) dx = Prob{X(t)E (x, x+dx), E-}. 
To complete the description of the model presented, the initial conditions must 
be stated. Since P is driven by the stream it seems reasonable to assume that it 
moves initially forward, that is in the same direction as the fluid. This implies that: 
Prob{X( t) = (V+ c)t} = e-*1’. 
If P receives some shock, its position at time t is somewhere in [(V- c)t, (V+ c)t]. 
We now have our second theorem. 
Theorem 2. 7’he probability density p( t, x) of the process X(t) satisjies the hyperbolic 
partial diferential equation 
a;2;t+(V2-c2)3=[c(+h2)-V(h~+43h,+A2)3 (29) 
Proof. The description of the model permits us to write 
Prob{X(t+At)<x, E+} 
=Prob{X(t)<x-(V+c)Af, E+,[N(t, t+Ar)=O]} 
+Prob{X(t)<x+(V-c)At, E-,[N(t,t+At)=l]}. (30) 
From (30) the following integral equality emerges 
x x-( V+c)At 
J(S, f+ At) d5 = (I- A,At) 
I 
f(5, t) d5 -m 
I 
x+( V-c)Ar 
+ h2At b(5, t) d5+ o(At). 
--m 
With obvious modifications we can also write 
b(&, t+At)d[=(l-&At) 
I 
x+( V-e)At 
b(5, t) d5 
--Co 
I 
x-( V+c)At 
+ A,At f(5, t) dt+o(Ath --co 
(31) 
(32) 
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Some straightforward manipulations on (31) and (32) yield the differential system 
$(v+c)-$Alf+h26, $=-(V-c)$h,b+*,$ (33) 
If p =f+ 6, w =f- 6, adding and subtracting equations in (33) we obtain 
~=_v~-~~, aw V 
dt=- ax 
~-c~+(h,-*~)p-(A*+A,)w. (34) 
It is now a simple matter to derive (29) from (34) by performing manipulations 
similar to those appearing in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 6. Clearly, when V= 0, equation (29) reduces to that considered by 
V. Cane in [4]. The assumption of a driving velocity V leads to the mixed partial 
derivative a2p/ax at and modifies the coefficients of a2p/ax2 and ap/ax. 
The further discussion developed in the sequel will show important differences 
in the two models implied by V # 0. 
We observe that when A, = A2 =O, V= 0, equation (29) becomes d’Alembert’s 
homogeneous wave equation which therefore emerges as a non-random particular 
case of the situation analysed. 
Lemma 4. Thefunction w(x, t) =f(x, t) - 6(x, t) is a solution of (29). 
Proof. Some details seem necessary since calculations are here a bit more entangled 
than those involved in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Differentiating the second equation of (34) w.r.t. time t and performing the 
substitution of the first one into the result obtained gives 
a2w a2w -_-v-_ 
at2 ax at 
c&+(A,-A,)$-(A,+Az)E 
a2w =-V_- 
ax at 
c&- V(A2-A,)$c(A,-A,):-(A,+A2)g 
=-V*-n 
I 
c*+ V(A2-A,)p 
axat ax at > 
-~(h,-h,)~~-(A,fA,)~$. (35) 
Inserting the first equation of (34) into the second one yields the relationship 
z+ V$+(A,+A2)w=~ z+c;tx +(A>-AI)P. 
Yap aw) 
(36) 
Formula (36) provides the necessary substitution for (35) so that equation (29) 
appears. 
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Lemma 5. The explicit form ofp( x, t) is 
_I 
Aexp (Az-h,)x-[(h2-hl)V+c(A2+hl)lt 
p(x, t) = 
I 2c 
xZO(2kJc2t2-(x- Vt)‘) when Ix- Vtj~ct, (37) 
0 otherwise, 
where k = JA, A,/~c and A is a suitable normalizing function depending on time t and 
on the initial conditions. 
Proof. Essentially it suffices to adapt the machinary of the proof of Lemma 3 to 
equation (29). For this reason we omit details of the derivation of (37). 
Remark 7. When AI = A2 = A the explicit value of the normalizing factor appearing 
in (37) is 
(38) 
Clearly A(t) can be evaluated on the basis of the condition 
p(x, t) dx+e-” = 1. 
The explicit value of the integral 
:Jc2t2-(x- Vt)’ dx=f(e”‘-e-“‘) 
can be deduced from (25) by setting x- Vt = cw. Result (38) now swiftly follows. 
Lemma 6. Zf the initial velocity is ( V+ c) with probability one, then 
EX( t) = Vt + ct e-*‘, (39) 
while if the initial velocity is ( V+ c) with probability $ and ( V- c) with the same 
probability, 
EX( t) = vt. (40) 
Proof. To obtain (39) and (40) one needs to evaluate 
[‘“” xZ,,(: Jc’t’- (x - vtj2) dx = T(e*’ -edAt), 
(V-c)t 
(41) 
which can be established by using the fact that the Bessel function lo(x) is even. 
Some algebra then yields (39) and (40). 
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4. Relativity effects 
In this section we analyse the linear transformation capable of reducing equation 
(29) to that of damped vibrations. 
In order to involve formulas as simple as possible we set in (29): 
H=-(h*+h1)V+C(A1-h2), K = -(h2+hl). 
The linear transformation we have just mentioned is defined and specified in the 
forthcoming lemma. 
Lemma 8. If the transformation 
x’= ax+& t’= yx+at 
with 
(42) 
P a=-!jp=-_ 
cF+ V’ 
s=_ VH-K(V2-C2) 
H-W 
AZ-AI 
(43) 
F=- 
Az+.h, 
is performed, then equation (29) reduces to 
A$+B-f&c-$ (44) 
where 
A=c2(1-F2)Y2 
F2 ’ 
B = c2(F2- OP’ 
(V+cF)* ’ 
Proof. Details are omitted since only simple calculations are involved. 
Remark 8. We shall assume from now on that (Y = 6 in order to reduce the number 
of parameters. Thus the explicit form of the linear transformation (42) becomes 
x’= a(~-(cF+ V)t), ,I=,( t--J&) 
The transformation (45) consists of passing from the frame of reference (x, t) to 
(x’, t’) where time is also resealed. Therefore while for an observer in (x, t) motion 
is governed by (29), for an observer in (xl, t’) the random movement of the particle 
P is regulated by the damped vibrations equation (44). 
The velocities in the two frames are related by 
dx, g-w+ v 
-= 
dt’ F dx’ l-_- 
c-c VF dt 
(46) 
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Since possible velocities in (x, t) are V+ c and V-c, formula (46) shows that in 
(x’, t’) the velocities admitted are VF+ c and -(c+ VF). Therefore the observer in 
(x’, t’) does not perceive any driving effect on the particle. It is worthwhile to 
emphasize the fact that in (x’, t’) the particle is seen to move in an interval symmetric 
around x’ = 0 with velocities depending also on the reversal rates. 
Lemma 9. Since 
(c+ VF)2t’2-X’2= LY*(l-P)(CY-(X- vt)‘), (47) 
the particle P lies within an interval of length 2(c+ VF) t’ in the frame (x’, t’), 
Proof. In view of (45), 
(c+ VF)2t’2-x’2=a2(c+ VF)‘( t-&)2-a’(x-(Fc+ V)t)’ 
=c~‘(l-F*)(~~t~-(x-Vt)~) 
after some algebra. Since in (x, t), Ix- Vtl c ct in (x’, t’) it must happen that 
Ix’l~[(c+ VF)It’. 
Remark 9. Let L, be the length of the line interval where the moving particle can 
be found at time t. Let L,, be the length of the same interval for the frame (x’, t’). 
ClearlyL,/ L,. = ct/lc+ VFI t’ and if F> 0 an observer in (x’, t’) sees the particle 
moving in a shorter interval than his colleague in (x, t). 
The factor (Y in (45) is arbitrary since its value does not affect the capacity of the 
linear transformation (45) of reducing equation (29) to the form (44). 
A possible way of choosing LY is to evaluate it in order that the Jacobian of (45) 
is 1 (see [4]). 
There is no difficulty in ascertaining that in this case 
ff=p& (48) 
When V = 0, (Y = l/m and in this case (45) become the Lorentz transforma- 
tion of Special Relativity Theory where the role of light velocity is played by c and 
that of relative velocity by CF. 
A similar interpretation is possible also when V # 0. In this case the role of light 
speed is played by the quantity J(c+ VF)(cF + V)/ F and that of relative velocity 
by cF+ K 
Remark 10. We now show that it is not possible, within the framework of the model 
considered, to perform a linear transformation (42) capable of reducing (29) to the 
homogeneous wave equation 
d2P -= 2a2p 
at* p iii?. (49) 
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This amounts to adding to relations (43) the new one 
However (43) and (50) are compatible if and only if 
VH-K(V-c2) H - 
H-VK =-z’ 
and this condition is equivalent to 
(H- VK)*=(Kc)* 
or 
Since we assume that both A, and A2 are different from zero the last relationship is 
impossible and so no linear transformation reduces (29) to (49). 
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